Multiplex immunoassay analysis of plasma shows differences in biomarkers related to manic or mixed mood states in bipolar disorder patients.
The molecular understanding of bipolar disorder (BD) aetiology has advanced over the last years through the identification of peripheral disease biomarkers. Here, we have attempted to identify plasma biomarkers associated with distinct BD mood states. Plasma from BD patients with either a current manic (n=29) or mixed (n=17) mood state and healthy controls (n=53) were analysed using a multiplex immunoassay platform. A total of 145 hormones, growth factors, transport proteins and inflammatory factors were measured. Plasma levels of the hormones C-peptide, progesterone and insulin, and the inflammatory protein cancer antigen 125 were altered in both mood states. The hormone peptide YY and the growth factor trafficking protein sortilin were changed only in mania patients. Finally, the inflammatory factors haptoglobin, chemokine CC4 and matrix metalloproteinase 7 were altered specifically in mixed mood patients. This study was limited by a small sample size, potential confounding effects of multiple drug treatments in the patient groups, and lack of dietary restrictions at sampling. Plasma from mania and mixed mood BD patients revealed similar changes in proteins related to insulin signalling, suggesting that these could be trait biomarkers. However, mania patients showed specific changes in hormonal and growth factor functions and mixed mood patients had a higher number of changes in inflammation-related molecules. Further studies of these and other biomarker candidates will increase our understanding of the systemic biological pathways affected in different BD mood states. This could lead to the identification of differential surrogate readouts and potential new drug targets for improved treatment outcomes.